POWER QUALITY IMPROVEMENT BY SVC USING PIC18F4620
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Abstract - Power quality improvement for non linear loads is the point of interest for researchers in recent years. Power factor plays an effective role in efficiency of electrical system. In power system the voltage level at different system changes with the change in load. The voltage level at the load must be maintained within required range irrespective of the type & magnitude of the load. For maintaining voltage fixed within limits, it is necessary to maintain the balance of reactive power in the system as reactive power is related with voltage directly i.e reactive power generation and absorption must be equal. Any mismatch occurs in the reactive power balance affects the bus voltage magnitude.

A static VAR compensator include capacitor bank in different binary sequential steps in conjunction with a thyristor controlled reactor of minimum step size is used in the investigative work. The work related with the performance evaluation through analytical studies and practical implementation on an existing system consisting of a distribution transformer of 1 PH phase 50 Hz, 1KV/230 V capacity. The switching characteristics achieved are transient free, practically no need to provide inrush current limiting reactors, TCR size minimum providing minimum percentages of nontriplen harmonics, facilitates stepless variation of reactive power depending on load requirement, thus maintain power factor near always unity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The demand and the dependency of human being increasing day by day, which causes the increase in demand of electrical power. Most of the loads connected to the electrical system is inductive load which causes the lagging power factor, it makes the system less efficient. For the improvement of efficiency of the system, power factor quality is one of the basic requirements. It is in literature and through public discussions at different levels that a substantial power loss is taking place due to inadequate reactive power compensation facilities and their improper control. The expansion of rural power distribution systems with new connections and catering to agricultural sector in wide spread remote areas, giving rise to more inductive loads resulting in very low power factors. Thus there exists a great necessity to closely match reactive power with the load so as to improve power factor, boost the voltage and reduce the losses. In this system, a more reliable, technically sound, fast acting and low cost scheme is presented by arranging the thyristor switched capacitor units in binary sequential steps. This enables the reactive power variation with the least possible resolution. In addition a thyristor controlled reactor of the lowest step size is operated in conjunction with capacitor bank, so as to achieve continuously variable reactive power. The systematic study has been planned and the work is focused by keeping in view of following objectives: The following expected outcomes are achieved by using microcontroller control signals to Static VAR Compensator (SVC) which fulfill the requirement of reactive power for a 1 PH phase, 50 Hz

- To maintaining the power factor at unity.
- To maintain minimum feeder current
To improve the distribution feeder efficiency.
To improve the voltage at load end.
To relieve in maximum demand and effective utilization of transformer capacity.
To save the monthly bill on poor power factor, and results in maximum demand charges.
To conserve the energy.

II. SYSTEM HARDWARE:

A. SYSTEM MODEL:

Basics Components of system:
1. Thyristor/ Contactor Switched Capacitor (TSC/CSC)
2. ZCD V and ZCD I for phase shift measurement.
3. Current Transformer (CT) and potential Transformer (PT).
4. Signal Conditioning Unit.
5. PIC controller interface.
6. Isolation and firing circuit of SCR.

B. POWER FACTOR

the ratio of active or true power to apparent power is called as Power factor. the power factor is one or unity, When the load is resistive only, i.e. the voltage and the current are in phase. Thus, for resistive loads only, both powers are the same.
the load stores energy. When the load is reactive, releasing it during a various part of the cycle. This shifts the current waveform so that it is out of phase w.r.t. the voltage waveform.

Reactive loads may be inductive, capacitive, or non-linear. When the load is inductive, the inductance tends to oppose the flow of current, storing energy then releasing it later in the cycle. The current lags behind the voltage. The current leads the voltage when the load is capacitive, the opposite occurs.
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Power Factor for a linear load as shown in Fig. 2a is defined as: \( pf = \frac{VA}{\cos \Theta} \)

where, \( pf \) = power factor

\( V \) = RMS of AC line voltage

\( A \) = RMS of AC line current I

\( \Theta \) = phase angle

C. PHASE SHIFT MEASUREMENT

1. Potential Transformer & Current Transformer

the consumed power by load is sensed by this input stage of the system. Since the amplitude of current and voltage which can process these high level signals is difficult. Therefore, these signals are converted into equivalent 0-5 mA current and small level signals 0-230 V range is down to 0-6V by voltage transformer.

2. Signal Conditioning Block:

This block consist of precision rectifier. The line provided by electricity board carries ac signals of 50 Hz. After dropping these signals to low levels the actual processing can be accomplished by transforming this ac signal to an equivalent dc signals. General Purpose Op-amp is used along with the diodes, resistors and capacitors. A precision rectifier & active filter is very accurate in this respect. The dc signal is then applied to the inbuilt ADC of PIC controller. AN0 is used for PT and AN1 is used for CT.

3. Zero Crossing Detectors (ZCD)

ZCD block will convert sine wave signal into square wave signal using comparator. Diode will act as clamper which convert bipolar signal to unipolar. Both the square wave signals for voltage & current will be given to INT0 & INT1 of PIC controller. When INT0 interrupt will occur then internal timer will start and it will stop at INT1 interrupt. Time measurement by timer will give the respective phase shift in terms of \( \Theta \).
D. PIC CONTROLLER INTERFACING

Fig 3. ZCD block for phase shift measurement

Fig 4. Waveform for phase shift

Fig 5. PIC Controller interfacing
For this system we used PIC18F4620 PIC controller. The PIC controller has in build ADC (10-bit, 8channel) which can be used for voltage & current signals which minimizes the hardware requirement of system. PIC has three external interrupt which are used for ZCD O/P for phase shift measurement. To generate trigger pulses for SCR. It can use Capture/Compare/PWM (CCP) modules

E. ISOLATION AND FIRING CIRCUIT

during development of a firing circuit we assumed that it can handle an anti-parallel SCR of higher current rating (up to 25A) and gate drive requirement may be up to 1 A. To handle a load of higher powers we have to replace anti-parallel SCR of higher rating. To provided Isolation between controller circuit and power circuit using opto-coupler MCT2E. Trigger pulse are applied to opto-coupler. IC555 timer act as a astable –multivibrator, driven by a PWM pulse, through reset of timer. single pulse are converts into multi pulse by using timer IC 555. using Push-Pull pair of transistor Gate driving capability is improved.

Fig6. Firing circuit

Fig7. Trigger for SCR

according to the required, Capacitor bank will be selected for pf improvement. In order to achieve pf close to unity respective bank firing angle is varied. It provides the VAR compensation in order to improve the pf.

III. ALGORITHM

1) Observe voltage current and frequency for connected load resistive or reactive.
2) Observe phase shift of I and V from ZCD nature using timer and interrupt of PIC from phase shift calculate PF.
3) Observe active and reactive power on LCD using PF without compensation.
4) For compensation, add equal and opposite reactance in parallel with load.
5) Control firing angle of capacitor (Anti parallel SCR) we can compensate pf upto unity.
6) As per design need Capacitor may having value 2,3,4,....
7) After compensation, observe PF which will be improved.
8) From required pf & actual measured pf error calculation is done in software. To compensate pf upto unity Firing angle is calculated. Control action which is implemented will be proportional.

IV. SOFTWARE DESIGN

All programming can be done in C language. It makes the program development cycle short, enables use of the modular programming approach. Easily available modules in C compilers for embedded system & library codes that can directly port into the system programmer codes. For compiling program MPLAB software is used.

V. CONCLUSION

Power factor improvement is most desirable for an efficient electrical power system. SVC is one of the best, cost effective and promising solution available for reactive power compensation and improvement of power factor. CT, PT with signal conditioning blocks and ZCD gives very accurate result when observed on DSO. All parameters like Voltage, current, frequency, phase shift, active power and reactive power with compensation and without compensation are calculated and displayed on LCD display. System gives valuable performance for power factor improvement.
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